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I. Preamble.

1.Prisoner is a regular officer who entered the German Army in Feb 12, joining Dragoner Reg
9 as a Fahnenjunker. He was commissioned in Aug 13, and served almost continuously until
the capitulation. From 1924 onwards he was active as an Abw. offr.
2.Prisoner’s long service with Abw, his position as Leiter Alst Frankreich and of Leitstelle I
West and his connection with the new Ic Amt OKW (Jul 44) brought him into contact with
leading Abw. offrs who were openly against Hitler, and who were implicated in the 20 Jul
plot. Although Rudolph did not actually take part in the attempt of 20 Jul, he shared the
opinion of men like Canaris and Hansen.
3.Prisoner is co-operative, but the infm obtained from him is fragmentary and vague. The
officers who have interrogated Prisoner ascribe this to the following causes:a)As Leiter of Alst Frankreich, later Leitstelle I West, he appears to have devoted
himself mainly to social duties (entertainment of visiting Abw. offrs in Paris), leaving the
running of the various depts. In the hands of his departmental chiefs and keeping himself in
the picture only in a very general manner.
b)Prisoner was arrested and incarcerated twice for suspected implication in the 20 Jul plot.
These experiences and domestic worries – his wife has been without news of him since his
arrest in Jul; 44 – appear to have affected his memory and robbed him of the power to
concentrate.
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II. Personal History From 1924.
Sep 24
Feb 29-Aug 33
Sep 33-May 40
May 40
Jun 40-Jun 44
Jul 44
19 Jul 44
26 Jul 44
12 Sep 44

Was introduced by Crüwell and Gemp to Leiter Ast Ostpreussen at
Königsberg, and became Mitarbeiter there in Abw. III (Truppenabw.)
with rank of Rittm a.D.
At Ast Münster in Abw. I. Became very friendly with Oster.
Leiter Nest Cologne.
Attached to Ic Staff Army Group Bock.
Leiter Alst Frankreich
Sent to Berchtesgaden to join the staff of the new Ic Amt OKW under
Obst. von Süsskind-Schwendy.
Süsskind-Schwendy and Staff moved to Potsdam-Eiche.
Prisoner was arrested and confined in the SS prison in Berlin Lehrterstr.
3, in connection with the 20 Jul plot.
Released on account of insufficient evidence against him.

9 Nov 44
15 Mar 45
12 Apr 45

8 May 45
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Charged and tried by Zentral Gericht des Heeres on account of a report found
in Olbricht’s desk denouncing him. Released pending confirmation of
sentence by Himmler.
Re-arrested.
Owing to the pressure of military events, some of the prisoners in Wehrmacht
prison were released.
Prisoner and two others were told to report to OKH Officer’s Reserve Ost at
Potsdam. On arrival at Potsdam Prisoner found that OKH Reserve had
evacuated. Prisoner followed the withdrawal to Flensburg, where he arrived at
the time of the capitulation. During this period he was never in action, nor did
he hold and appointment.
Captured at Flensburg.

CSDIC (WEA)

Appendix A To For FR 60.
Obst Friedrich Rudolph.
Notes on ALST Frankreich.
Ref Brief BAOR/Int/2428(%^&) dated 14 Oct 45.

1 Introduction.
Early in Jun 40, whole on his way to Spain in order to set up there an int. network to
function against France, Prisoner was recalled to Berlin. There he was instructed by Maurer,
Leiter Gruppe I Amt Ausland u Abw, to proceed to Cologne, where he would be informed by
Obst Oster, C of S to Canaris, of his new task. Prisoner met Oster in Cologne, C of S to
Canaris, of his new task. Prisoner met Oster in Cologne on 10 Jun 40 and was told that
Canaris had decided to form a new Abwehrstelle as a central int organisation for the whole of
France.
Oster, a close friend of Prisoner, discussed with him details of the proposed
organisation, the personnel for which had been selected. Prisoner suggested that it should be
designated “Abwehrleitstelle” (Alst as he envisaged it as the superior Abw organisation under
which the various Asts in France would function. Canaris, however, considered that one
Leitstelle should not command four Asts and a compromise was reached. The four Asts
remained under the direct command of Amt Ausl u Abw, but the Alst was to be kept informed
of all important matters and to receive inf, on request.
Prisoner arrived in Paris on 15 Jun 40 and reported to Obst. Speidel, C of S to Mil
Bef. Frankreich. His first task was to arrange accommodation for the new organisation and
for this purpose he took over Hotel Lutetia.
Prisoner was in charge of Alst Frankreich from its formation in Jun 40 until Feb 44
when Alst was disbanded.. As head of the Alst he had no departmental duties. His task was to
see that the personnel carried out their duties in accordance with instructions laid down by
Amt Ausl/Abwehr.
2 Chain of Command.
Alst Frankreich came under the direct command of Amt Ausland/Abwehr, from which
it received its orders and to which it submitted regular reports on its activities. Mil Bef.
Frankreich kept Prisoner informed on the general situation in France and could also assign
Abw tasks to the Alst and make requests for infm on any subject connected with Abw.
a)
Asts Dijon, Bordeaux, Paris and Angers were not subordinated to the Alst;
they received their orders direct from Amt Ausland/Abwehr, to which they were
directly responsible for their work. The Asts were however, responsible for
keeping the Alst informed of their activities and Prisoner believes that they did in
fact send to the
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Alst copies of all reports they submitted to Amt/Auslandabwehr. The Asts also reported on
their activities to the regional Mil Comdrs, who in turn passed on the infm at their discretion
to Mil Bef. Frankreich.

3 Staff.
As far as Prisoner remembers the following were on the staff of Alst Frankreich before
its conversion into Leitstelle I West at end 43:a) HQ. OC
Obst. Rudolph (Prisoner)
2 iC
Obst. Garthe
Obstlt.Waag
Büro Offizier
Maj. Wöhler, later
Maj. von Kleist
Second Büro Officer Hptm. (name forgotten)
Adm.
Two Zahlmeister
Tpt
O/Fw Meier
Sigs (Ii)
Obst. Rau
Photographic Dept Name forgotten
Registry
Angest Zippel
Beamter Kühn
b)
Gruppe I
Leiter
Obstlt. Waag
(for personalities of Referate see (PIR 51)
c)
Gruppe II
Leiter
Maj. Diebitsch till 1941
Obstlt. von Brandenstein 194?
d)
Gruppe III
Leiter
Freg-Kapt. Liebenschütz
Korv-Kapt. Meissner (= Hans Meisner)
Freg-Kapt. Pheiffer
Obstlt. Reile
(all in succession)
Sichtungsstelle
Oblt. Bulang
4 Prioner’s Duties (AOB, = Obst Rudolph)
Prisoner states that as Leiter his time was devoted mainly to:b) Keeping himself informed of the general Abw. picture. Each morning he
summoned the Gruppenleiter to his office to report to him on their work. He also
asked them to submit regular reports on other points on which he required infm.
He attended the weekly conference at the HQ of Mil. Bef.(AOB Befehlshaber)
Frankreich, to whom he submitted a weekly report on the work of the Alst,
keeping him informed of the general situation as regards Abw.
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In France. He also attended weekly conferences with the Kdt (AOB, Kommandant) Gross
Paris for the same purpose

b) Adm of the Alst – a unit about 300 strong. Canaris described his job as that of a “Captain
of a ship” whose duty it was to see that the whole organisation ran smoothly and efficiently.
He submitted reports annually to Mil Bef. (AOB, Militär Befehlshaber) on the work and
conduct of the personnel under him and he was responsible for discipline and good relations
amongst his staff.
c) Reception of official visitors – e.g. Canaris, his Abteilungschefs, etc and their
entertainment. All visiting Abw. officers of the rank of Htpm. And above reported to Prisoner
to inform him of the nature of their duties in Paris.
d) Supervision of Abw. personnel in the Asts. According to Prisoner this was a theoretical
rather than a practical duty, as the Asts were not subordinate to the Alst even for the purposes
of discipline. Prisoner fulfilled this obligation by enquiring of the Asts in their respective
spheres of command.
General tasks of the Alst.
a) To obtain a clear picture of the Abw. situation in France as a whole.
b) Supervision of the French Army during the Armistice period and until the occupation of
Southern France. This task was carried out by means of agents whose duty it was to see
whether the Armistice conditions were carried out. The Alst employed three or four such
agents in the Unoccupied Zone. (AOB, Vichy France) Others were employed by the Asts.
c) Recruiting of W/T agents for North Africa.
d) Forecasting time, place and strength of an Allied landing in Africa, and at a later date, in
France. Prisoner states that the efforts of the Alst in these respects were quite unsuccessful.
e) The representation of a weekly Abw. report for the infm. Of Mil Bef Frankreich.
Agents and Agent Missions.
Prisoner states that the agents were dealt with exclusively by the respective offrs
(AOB, officers) and Sdf. (AOB, = Sonderführer, persons mostly of none-military rank, but
often possessing needed expertise) of the Gruppen. In spite of the detailed interrogation, only
a few vague details have emerged, which are given below for what they are worth.
a) Sources of Recruits.
Prisoner states that agents were very largely recruited through travellers. Persons
travelling abroad from France were approached with a view to discovering what contacts and
connections they had in other countries. A similar approach was made to enlist such persons
in the service of the Abw.
b) Agents in North Africa.
In North Africa two agents were successfully maintained by Abt. I:
(i)
At Algiers, controlled by Obstlt. Waag, Leiter Abt. I
(ii)
At Casablanca, first controlled from Ast Dijon by
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Maj. Scharrschmidt and later by Obstlt. Lips.

Prisoner states that he does not know the names or cover names of these two agents,
nor the dates of or any details regarding their missions.
c) ”Anti-Atlas”.
Prisoner recollects a mission in Africa known by the cover-name “Anti-Atlas”. This
undertaking was controlled by Reile of III F. (AOB, counter-intelligence)
Prisoner believes that the two or three agents employed obtained some useful infm on smallscale Allied troops movements and dispositions. He is not sure where exactly these agents
appeared, but thinks it must have been in the Tunis area, which they reached via Italy, shortly
before the German surrender in Tunisia in May 43 (AOB, on 13 May 1943). These agents
continued to function for some time after the Allies had occupied the whole of Tunisia, but
Prisoner does not know for how long. They transmitted their reports to the W/T station of the
Alst.
d) Fernando Po.
This undertaking was controlled by I M. Prisoner believes that the agent in this case
was a Spaniard who went under the names of Ortis and was to send infm on shipping
movements. Prisoner states that this mission was not a success, as Ortis was unable to
observe much shipping, and, further, the reports which he sent arrived too late for effective
action to be taken.
e)Bedaux Affair.
Prisoner can give only the scantiest infm on this subject. During Sep/Oct 42 Pheiffer,
at that time leiter Gruppe III, told Prisoner that he had made contact with Charles Bedaux
through Bensmann of Ast Hamburg (Prisoner CSDIC(Wea)) and would like to send him to
North Africa to collect infm on political, economic and military conditions there. Prisoner
was not impressed by Pheiffer’s plan, but was finally persuaded to agree to the mission at a
meeting with Pheiffer, Bensmann and Ledebur. Prisoner believes that Ledebur held a freelance position with Amt Ausland/Abwehr and at the same time a kind of Secretarial post with
Bedaux.
Pheiffer, Ledebur and Bensmann attended to all the details of the expedition. Bedaux
was given two or three army trucks, the necessary fuel and other eqpt. Before Bedaux set
out for Africa Prisoner met him at a luncheon party, but cannot remember whether he
discussed with Bedaux any specific details of this mission. As far as prisoner can remember
Bedaux’s starting point in Africa was Algiers.
According to prisoner Bedaux reached North Africa shortly before the Allies landed
there in Nov 42. Prisoner believes that Bedaux did not have time to fulfil his mission, for
according to a foreign Press report he was arrested shortly after the Allied landing.
f) Koehl.
Prisoner believes that this was the cover-name of a W/T agent operating for I M in the
neighbourhood of New York. His reports were not considered to be of great value and could
not easily be checked. Prisoner does not know when this mission took place.
↓
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g) Kilian.

This was the cover-name used by an agent operating from England, Prisoner believes
from 1940 to 1943. This man was controlled by Maj. Kliemann of I L. Prisoner only knows
that he transmitted weather reports.
h) De Ligny.
This agent was a French nobleman who was sent to Madrid in 1942 or 43 to obtain
infm on the political views of important Spanish and foreign circles in Madrid. According to
Prisoner was without result, as no report were ever received from De Ligny.
7.Penetration and Ceception of Allied IS.
Gruppe III’s main efforts were devoted to:a) Penetration of Allied IS and French Resistance movements with a view to discovering
Agents employed
Organisation
Areas of operation
Agents’ tasks
From what materials strategic infm was drawn
Channels of reporting
W/T stations.
In this connection Prisoner remembers that as a result of a Funkspiel a woman agent in
the Allied service (cover-name Katze) was captured during 1942 or 43. Prisoner can state
only that this agent revealed nothing of value under interrogation.
It was known that from end 43 the Allies were building up a “silent” net of W/T
agents in France; this was evaluated as preparations for invasion. Prisoner was unable to say
how successful the GIS (AOB, = German Intelligence Service) was in uncovering this silence
network, but states that certain areas in Northern France were recognised where W/T men
appeared to be awaiting their mission.
b) Deception of Allied IS by means of captured W/T sets.
Except for messages arranging for the dropping of supplies, which Prisoner believes
were drafted by C in C West, all deception material was supplied by Amt Ausland/Abwehr by
Obst, Rohleder (III F) and in the Alst by Reile, who prepared specially against the Allied W/T
network in France.
As a result of turned agents and Funkspiele further agents were arrested and large
supplies of dropped weapons and captured. Prisoner reckons that by 1943 over 1,500 MPs
alone had been captured.
Prisoner states that he was only partially informed on the work of III F. He does not
think that any substantial infm on the Allied invasion of France was gathered from III F
sources.
8 Recruting of Foreign Nationals for the German Army.
Between summer 1940 and 1943 Abw. II had the task of recruiting (in France)
Russians, Arabs, Indians, Turcomams and other foreign nationals for the German Army.
Prisoner states that he can give no infm regarding the work of Gruppe II, as this was
controlled by Amt Ausland/Abwehr in Berlin and not by Alst.
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Appendix B.
Notes on Leitstelle I West.
(Ref Brief BAOR/Int/2428(567) dated 14 Oct 45.)
1. Introduction.
At the end 43 two considerations led to the reorganisation of the Alst Frankreich:
a) In view of the threat of an Allied invasion of France it became necessary from a military
point of view to create a more mobile Abw. organisation than the static Asts.
b)It had long been realised by the Wehrmacht that it was fighting a losing battle against the
SD, which wished to incorporate the military int machine into the RSHA; therefore a
reorganisation of Abw. into a field formation afforded the opportunity of retaining the
personnel and keeping the control of military int under purely military command.
Prisoner cannot recall the exact date when the proposed reorganisation was first
brought to his notice. He thinks that either Canaris or Hansen may have outlined the scheme
to him early as spring 43. Subsequently protracted negotiations took place between OKW
and RSHA on this matter in which, as Prisoner knows, Hansen for OKW and Schellenberg
for RSHA were the chief participants. Prisoner knows no details about these negotiations, but
he believes that an intense struggle took place between Hansen and Schellenberg for control
of the various branches of Abw, until they finally came to an agreement whereby OKW
retained control of the purely mil int organisation, while security on the home front was
transferred to RSHA. Prisoner remembers that by Sep or Oct 43, when he had a second
conversation with Hansen, the scheme had taken definite shape and some details were being
worked out.
2.Conference at Baden-Baden, Dec. 43.(AOB, meant for bringing all West, and some East,
Ast-Leiter to confer)
In Dec 43 a conference of leading Abw. personalities was summoned at Baden-Baden
for the purpose of hearing an outline of the new scheme from Hansen (AOB, maybe on
instigation of Canaris primarily) and of discussing details regarding its application. The
official announcement of the reorganisation was made by Hansen to the full meeting of the
conference on 15 Dec 43. As far as Prisoner can remember those present at this meeting
were:Canaris
Amtsschef Amt Ausland/Abwehr
Hansen
Leiter Abt. I Amt Ausland/Abwehr
Rudolph
Leiter Alst Frankreich
Bentivigni
Leiter Abt III, Amt Ausland/Abwehr ( he belonged
already to the Führungs-Reserve but might have
temporarily represented)
Armster
Astleiter
Wiesbaden
Ohlendorf
Astleiter
Stuttgart
Häusser
Astleiter
Holland
Kratzer
Leiter I
Holland
Hintermeyer
Leiter III
Holland
Servers
Astleiter
Belgium
Soppe
Leiter III
Belgium
Waag
Leiter I
Alst Frankreich
Reile
Leiter III
Alst Frankreich
Von Feldmann
Leiter III F Alst Frankreich
And all other Astleiter in thye West. Prisoner thinks that the Leiter of Kos Spain and
Switzerland (AOB, and Portugal!) were present and also Schmalschläger of Stab Willi.
Schmalschläger was called to the conference to give a lecture on the organisation and work of
the FAKs and FATs on the Eastern front, where this type of Abw. formation had been in
operation for some time. As far as Prisoner remembers, no RSHA personality was present.
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3. Reorganisation of Abw, in the West (see also Annexe)
The reorganisation involved the following changes in the Abw. setup, which,
according to Prisoner, took affect as from Feb 44:-

a) Dissolution of the Alst Frankreich and of all the Asts in the West (France, Belgium and
Holland).
b) Formation of small central formations under military command, viz Leitstellen I, II, III
West, with mobile subordinate FAKs and FATs (AOB, Front Abwehr Kommando xxx and
Front Abwehr Trupps xxx)(AOB, the first number providing the sort of operations; where 2xx
is, for instance, sabotage and the following succession number also providing the area of
operation).
These numerical designations correspond to the three main divisions of Abw. activity. (AOB,
I, II, III but now expressed as, respectively: 1, 2, 3) Only the best and the fittest personnel
were chosen to fill the establishments of the Leitstellen and FAKs. The geographical area
covered by the Leitstellen included thee whole of France, Belgium and Holland. (AOB, it
actually covered the entire by Germans occupied territories. Staritz once was covered by FAK
203)
c) The Leitstellen were subordinated to Gruppe Frontaufklärung of the
Wehrmachtführungsstab Ic.
d) Relocation of Referate formerly under Gruppe III of the Alst and Asts as follows: The
scope of Leitstelle III was virtually limited to III F work. III H, III M, III L and III Kgf were
transferred to the command of the III W (Wehrmacht) AOs with Mil Bef Frankreich and with
the Ic of the various Wehrkreis HQ. (AOB, Hauptquartier, Headquarters). These III W AOs
were in turn subordinate to Gruppe Truppenabw. Of Wehrmachtführungsstab Ic. The
remaining Referate, III C, III Wi (AOB, Wirtschaft) and III N, were transferred to the control
of Amt IV RSHA (AOB, SD – SS complex)and subordinated to it via regional BdS (AOB, =
Befehlshaber der Sicherheitspolizei und des SD,); they remained, however, at their former
locations.
Redundant personnel of the Gruppen I (Alst and Asts) were posted to the Meldeköpfe
I in the occupied territories. These Meldeköpfe provided links for purpose of supply and
comns between Amt VI RSHA (AOB, the change from Amt IV towards Amt VI had to do
this the organisational changes inside the RSHA. Amt VI, headed by Dr. Walter Schellenberg
started to function about the power change, when Adm. Canaris was removed from his office
on 12 February 1944; when Ausland/Abwehr should merge with RSHA Amt VI. Which head
was Kaltenbrunner, but Amt VI was headed by Schellenberg, albeit in a subordinate position
against Dr. Kaltenbrunner) and its agents abroad. They were subordinated to the Amt via
Gruppe Aufklärung of Kdo Meldegebiete I (AOB, abbreviated known as: K.d.M or KdM)
Thus the military authorities, while making certain concessions to the RSHA,
succeeded in retaining control of the purely military side of the Abw. organisation.
4. Leitstelle I West.
a) Organisation.
From its formation until Jun 44 Leitstelle I West consisted of an HQ (with staff of
about 18) and subordinated to the FAK 120 and FAK 130. Its parent authority was Gruppe
Frontaufklärung of Wehrmachtführungsstab Ic, but for operational purposes it received its
orders and instructions from C in C West.
(i) HQ.
Prisoner gives the organisation of his HQ at Paris, Hotel Lutetia, as follows:
OC
Obst. Rudolph
2Ic
Obstlt. Waag
Sichtungsgruppe
Oblt. Eckardt (i/c)
I Sdf.
I Clerk
W/T Gruppe
Hptm Prodehl )i/c)
And staff, numbers unknown to Prisoner
G-Staffel
Hptm Ackermann (i/c)(AOB, forging documents)
Adm
1
Zahlmeister (i/c)(AOB, also known as ZF)

MT
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1 O/Fw (i/c)

Nachschubdienststelle West
MT
W/T

(planned)
10 vehicles
1 Uffz

4 operators.
(ii)Fak 120 and Fak 130.
According to Prisoner FAKs 120 and 130 were the only two FAKs subordinated to
Leitstelle up to the time when he left it (Jun 44). Prisoner remembers only vague details about
them. One was commanded by Obst. Lips, and the other by Obstlt. Schmidt; one was under
Heeresgruppe B (Rommel), and the other under Armeegruppe Blaskowitz in the South.
Prisoner, however, cannot remember which FAK was subordinated to which formation. Each
FAK was subdivided into three Trupps, which came under the Ic of the Armies. (AOB, “Ic”
was the responsible officer for operational intelligence against the enemy) As far as Prisoner
remembers, the FATs with numbers in the hundred-and-twenties were in FAK 130 and those
in the hundred-and-thirties were in FAK 120.
(iii)Other Units.
Regarding other units mentioned in the Brief, Prisoner states that he remembers only
the formation FAK 180 L and FAK 190 L, both of which were under Obstlt. Büchner, the
latter being directly under Luftflotte 3, Sperrle.
Similarly Marineeinsatzkommando (AOB, please do not to think of the horrendous SS
kind of Einsatzgruppen engaged in many war-crimes!) (number forgotten, but Prisoner
believes it may have been 60 or 160)(AOB, FAK 160 is known from operations in Northern
Italy) was directly under Marinegruppe West.
He knows nothing about the move to Kiehlen, as he left Leitstelle at end of Jun 44.
(iv)Agent Camps.
Prisoner states that he knows nothing about the agent camps at Gemmerich, Welteror
and Lückenmühle. Agents recruited by Leitstelle I West were trained in W/T by Leiter of
W/T Gruppe, Hptm. Prodehl, in a building in Paris specially hired for this purpose. Only two
or three agents were in trg (AOB, training) at any time.
b)Task of Leitstelle I
The task of Leitstelle I was to build up an anti-invasion networkin the coastal areas, ie
a network of agents and V-men, to stay behind in the area held by Allied troops after invasion
and send back reports by W/T on Allied troop movements, locations and dispositions.
c)Methods of Communication.
Prisoner states that the Leitstelle had direct telephone and teleprinter (AOB, in
German language Fernschreiber or FS) line to Amt Ausland/Abwehr, but was dependent on
the general military telephone system for its communications with Wehrmachtsführungsstab.
Three teleprinter machines were used, two open and one secret. Prisoner does not know what
make they were. (AOB, Siemens G-Schreiber SFM T 52x or Lorenz SZ 40/42)
d)Employment of Agents.
The basis of the agent network was to some extent formed by the agents employed by
the Asts in France. The first step towards the build-up was to re-alocate the agents from the
Asts to the FAKs and FATs of the new Leitstellen, according to the area in which they had to
operate.
Prisoner estimates that when the change-over took place the total number of agents
employed by the Asts was about 80, the majority of whom were employed in the coastal
areas. According to Prisoner, the smallness of this number was due largely to the German
defence regulations in force in the coastal regions. Entry permits were granted only to people
whose homes and employment lay in these areas, hence it was very difficult for the Germans
to introduce agents from outside without arousing the suspicions of the population. Only
↓
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40 or 50 of these agents were taken over by the new formations and Prisoner estimates that
not more than 20 to 25 of these could finally be employed by the Leitstelle.
Although new agents were difficult to find, Prisoner estimates that the three new
Leitstellen in the West succeeded in finding a total of some 60 agents.
e)Location of Agents.
Prisoner states that agents were installed for Leitstelle I in the following places:Caen
1
Dieppe
1
Cherbourg
1
Carentan
1
Coutances
2 or 3
Le Havre
1
Falaise
1 (?)
Argentan
1 (?)

f)Results Achieved
Prisoner states that he is unable to assess the achievements of the Leistellen as its task
of reporting on Allied troop movements and disposition did not begin until the Allied invasion
had taken place (Prisoner left the Leitstelle in Jul 44(AOB, June 1944) to take charge of Abt.
Frontaufklärung in the new Ic Amt of Wehrmachtführungsstab). Up to the time of Prisoner’s
departure from Paris no reports had been received from agents working for the Leitstelle.
Prisoner states that he knows of no plans made by the Leitstelle for a stay-behind
network in the event of a German capitulation.
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Position of the Abwehr in relation to 20 Jul plot.
(Ref brief IB/A2/PF 567 dated 8 Jan 46.)
1. Preamble.
Prisoner had no detailed knowledge of preparations or plans made by Abw.
personalities in connection with the 20 Jul plot or the role envisaged by them for the Abw.
organisation after the attempt.
He states that although he was on very friendly terms with both Canaris and Hansen,
he was not initiated into the inner conspiracy. Prisoner believes that the preparations for the
attempt on Hitler’s life were made without even Canaris’ knowledge.
Prisoner’s infm consists mainly of fragments which he gathered in conversations with
Hansen. These points, as far as Prisoner has been able to date them, are given chronologically
below.
2. Secret Code.
In Oct 43, whilst head of Alst Frankreich, Prisoner received a secret code from
Hansen, who explained verbally to Prisoner that it would be employed to pass orders from
Berlin to France if the “coup” were successful. Interrogated further on this code, Prisoner
stated that he cannot remember whether it was sent to him by courier or fetched from Berlin
by his Sigs Offr (Obst Rau) (AOB, Ii). Prisoner knows no details of the code. The code was
entrusted to Rau’s care, but he was not informed of its purpose. As Prisoner had already left
Leitstelle I West before the “coup” took place, he has no knowledge of the ultimate fate of the
code.
With reference to the “coup”, Prisoner states that he knew already the plans being
made for the overthrow of the Nazi regime, but cannot elaborate, beyond stating that Hansen
appeared to become one of the chief conspirators.
3. Abwehr Conference at Baden-Baden.
In connection with the reorganisation of Abw. in the West, Prisoner attended a
conference at Baden-Baden in Dec 43 (see appendix B, para 2). He states that at this
conference he realised for the first time that an active anti-Nazi group existed within Abw.
He statesthat Canaris, Lahousen, Piekenbrock (AOB, most unlikely that the latter joined this
meeting as he commanded the 208. I.D. at the Eastern front and he left about late 1942 the
Abwehr and was proceeded by Obstlt. i.G. Georg Alexander Hansen, as Leiter Abw. I) and
Freytag- von Loringhoven (AOB, who proceeded Lahousen, who opted for becoming a
commanding general) expressed openly similar sentiments to Hansen’s, and he believes that
they were probably co-conspirators with Hansen. On one occasion, whilst Canaris was
temporarily absent from the room. Hansen, in the presence of (AOB, Obst Wessel Baron)
Freytag- von Loringhoven (AOB, then heading Abw. II, he provided the explosives used
against Hitler; he committed suicide as to prevent his capture) , declared to Prisoner that the
Nazi regime must be removed by force. Prisoner, however, had the impression that no
definite plans existed at that time.
4. Political Feelers in Spain.
Every two or three months (from jul 43 onwards) Hansen sent Rittm. D.R. Ledebur
(Amt Abw. I)(AOB, will succeeding be dealt with as well) via Paris on trips to Madrid to
make political enquiries. From conversations with Ledebur, whom he met as he passed
through Paris, (AOB, Ledebur’s file paints a different picture) Prisoner gathered that Hansen
was interested in discovering the possible reaction of the Western Allies to a change of
Government in Germany. From Ledebur, however, Prisoner obtained no details.

↓
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In Apr or May 44 Hansen instructed Prisoner to put out similar feelers in Spain
regarding Allied reaction to a change of Government in Germany. Prisoner states that he sent

Pöschel, a friend of Canaris with business connections in Spain, on this mission, having
briefed him very carefully so that the main purpose of the mission should not be too obvious.
Shortly afterwards Rudolph was instructed to recall Pöschel, who, however, did not
return.
Prisoner was arrested on 26 Jul 44. During his interrogation he was informed that
Pöschel had been arrested by the SD, who had discovered the purpose of his mission in
Madrid (AOB, had this been accomplished by the SD in Madrid, as he formerly noticed did
not return from Spain?). Prisoner’s arrest followed, as it had also been established that
Pöschel had gone to Spain on his orders.
5. Secret Code given to Graf Marogna (AOB, Obst Graf Marogna-Redwitz, Leiter Ast-XVII
(Wien))
Whilst Prisoner was on a visit to Camp Zeppelin on 1 Jul 44, Hansen told him that a
secret code had also been given to Graf Marogna in Vienna (Wien). Prisoner does not know
this was the same code as that which he received in France.
6.From a member of the Conspiracy.
On the a/m occasion at Camp Zeppelin, Hansen told Prisoner that the day of the
“coup” was not far off and that Fromm had joined the conspiracy. Hansen’s actual words
were: “By the time your birthday (4 Sep) comes round a new government will be in power”.
7. Hansen’s Role.
During frequent meeting in Paris with Hansen, Lahousen etc after the Baden-Baden
conference, Prisoner gathered that a definite plot was materialising for the forceful overthrow
of the regime, and he assumed that Hansen was the chief conspirator. Although Hansen did
not initiate Prisoner into the plot, Prisoner assumed from what he heard that the Abw.
machine was to be used in carrying it through.
8. Personalities.
From the knew of these men, and from frequent mention of their names, Prisoner
assumed that the following Abw personalities would play a leading part in carrying out an
attempt to overthrow the government: Freytag-Loringhoven, Obstlt. Engelhorn (Ia to
Hansen), Obst Graf Marogna-Redwitz (Vienna), Obst. Armster (Wiesbaden). Prisoner,
although given no definite instructions, assumed that since he was already in possession of the
secret code he would also be called upon to play a part.
9. Explosive used in the attempt on Hitler’s life.
Whilst under interrogation after his arrest, prisoner heard from the SD that the hogh
explosives used in the attempt had been provided by Amt Abw II (Freytag-Loringhoven).
10. Prisoner’s first intimation of the Attempt.
On 20 July Prisoner travelled from Berchtesgaden to Berlin in connection with the
transfer of Gruppe Aufklärung. He states that his first intimation of the attempt was the
official; account he read in the Press. He realised that the “coup” had turned out “a complete
fiasco”.
11. Canaris’ Reaction to Attempt.
Prisoner is inclined to believe that the 20 Jul attempt came as a complete surprise to
Canaris. On 21 or 22 Jul 44, when Prisoner last saw him in the offices of the WFst, Canaris,
who looked pale and haggard, remarked to him: “That’s not the way to do it”(So kann man
das natürlich nicht machen”).
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There was never any doubt about Canaris’ personal feelings towards the Nazi regime, but
Prisoner, who knew him very well, does not consider him radical enough to have participated
in the active planning or carrying out of the plot.
12. Role of Abwehr.
Prisoner is unable to give any infm about the role envisaged for or actually played by
the Abw. organisation, nor can he give and details about the parts played by individual
members.
13. Role of Regt Brandenburg.
Prisoner does not know anything of the role of Rgt. Brandenburg (AOB, by then
already known as: Brandenburg Division; where Brandenburg was the home town of the
central Division) and has no knowledge of the fate of Obstlt. Heinz.
14. Fate of Abwehr Personalities.
a) Piekenbrock.
Prisoner last met him towards end 43, when he had already left Abw. to seek
promotion in the field. He was then a Generalmajor and awaiting the formation of his
division, 208 ID. Prisoner heard later that he had been awarded the Ritterkreuz and been
promoted Genrealleutnant. Nothing else known.
b) Bentiviegni.
He too transferred to a unit in the field and prisoner heard that he was
commanding a division in Kurland and was later wounded. Nothing else known.
c) Fetzer.
Prisoner does not know him.
d) Oster.
Prisoner thinks that Oster was arrested even before 20 Jul, as he was quite
outspoken about his anti-Nazi views and well-known for his opinions.
Prisoner’s first wife saw him shortly after the attempt, when he was under
arrest, in the air-raid shelter of the SD prison in Berlin, Prinz Albrecht Str., where she
recognised him among other chained prisoners. Prisoner has not heard of him since.
15. Planned Assassination of Giraud and Weygand.
After Giraud’s escape from German captivity, Hitler is said to have been in a tearing
rage and to have said that Giraud was worth the whole French army. A little later Canaris
told Prisoner that he had been told to get Giraud back to Germany or dispose of him, but that
he had refused emphatically to have anything to do with the matter. Prisoner assumed from
this statement that if he was ordered to give any assistance in recapture Giraud he was to
bungle it. Nothing more was heard, however.
Prisoner knows of no plans to assassinate Weygand.
↓

↓
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Appendix E to FR 60
Obst. Friedrich Rudolph
Appendix E
Notes on Organisation Otto in France
(Ref Brief IB/A2/PF567 dated 8 Jan 46).

1. Hermann Brandl @ Otto.
a) Otto’s Pre-war Connection with Abw.
According to Prisoner Herman Brandl @ Otto, a Bavarian, was the owner of a
small commercial undertaking in Brussels. In the early thirties Otto offered his services to
Abw. through the German Legation in Brussels. As Abw. I had very few contacts in the West
at that time, Prisoner (then Leiter Nest Cologne (Köln) was instructed to contact Otto. At a
meeting arranged between the two in Düsseldorf prisoner accepted Otto’s services and
instructed him to recruit suitable people as agents.
As far as Prisoner can remember Otto recruited three or four agents; only one, van de
Casteel @ Leopold, is remembered by Prisoner. Leopold provided useful infm on
dispositions and the general state of preparations. Otto himself did not provide much infm,
but Prisoner maintained contact in case the link should be useful at a later date.
In May 40 at the beginning of the Western Campaign Otto left Brussels with the staff
of the German legation. At the Franco-Swiss frontier he was taken off the train by the French
and interned at Abbeville, where he remained until he was freed by the advancing German
troops.
b) Employment at Alst Frankreich (Jun-Sep 40).
Soon after Prisoner arrived in Paris to set up Alst Frankreich, Otto reported to him and
Prisoner employed him under Hptm Radecke (ast QM of the Alst), as a kind of general
factum, his chief duty being to deal with problems relating to the accommodation of the new
unit. Prisoner denies categorically that Otto was given an Abw. task.
2. Organisation Otto.
a) Formation.
Prisoner states that an organisation was set up in France in Sep 40 for the
purpose of making large-scale purchases of goods which were in short supply in Germany.
Oberstabint Töppen, head of the financial dept of Amt Ausland/Abwehr, requested Prisoner to
release Otto to take over this new organisation.
b)Control.
Otto received his orders from the Civilian Adm Dept of Mil Bef Frankreich
and the necessary funds from Amt Ausland/Abwehr through the adm office of Alst
Frankreich. Prisoner believes that

↓
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These monies were not Abw. funds, but were forwarded by Amt Ausland/Abwehr on behalf
of various industries. The accounts were audited by the Reichsrechnungshof.
c) Staff.
Prisoner states that Otto employed two or three persons to run the adm of his
organisation, of whom he can only recall Mary (surname forgotten), who kept the accounts ad
was also Otto’s mistress. Prisoner believes that Mary was a South African. Prisoner states
that he has no knowledge of the number of purchasing agents employed by Otto.
d) Business Transactions.
Prisoner can recall vaguely only two transactions made by Otto. One was the
purchase of a large number of lambskins in Spain and the other an order for a considerable
quantity of boots which Prisoner believes were required for German miners.
e) Connection with Abw.
Prisoner states that there was no official connection between Otto and Abw. Otto,
however, reported to Alst Frankreich any matter of Abw. interest which came to his notice.
f) Personalities.
(i) Hptm Radecke.

Prisoner states that Radecke’s only function in connection with
the Otto organisation was the arranging of transport to
Germany of the goods which Otto purchased.

(ii) Kurt Maulatz.

Prisoner does not know – but considers it unlikely that Maulatz had any
connections with Otto, who was known to be unfavourably disposed
towards the SD. Prisoner met Maulatz only once, when Maulatz called
at his office for certain papers and periodicals.

(iii) George Bericze. Unknown to Prisoner.

↓
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Appendix F To FR 60
Obst. Friedrich Rudolph.
Appendix F.
Notes on Abwehr Organisation and Personalities in France.
(Ref. Brief IB/A2/PF 567 dated 8 Jan 46)

1. Meldekopf Ast Angres in Paris.
a) Location.
According to prisoner this office was a few hundred yards from the Place de l’Étoile in
one of the last side streets on the right of the Champs-Elysées going towards the Arc de
Triomphe. The house was on the left-hand side about 3 – 400 yards along the street and was
reached through a little courtyard. The flat, consisting of about six rooms, was on the third
floor. Prisoner states that this Meldekopf was maintained in Paris from approx en 40 until
beg 44.
b) Cover-name.
Prisoner does not know of any cover-name used for the Meldekopf; officially it was
designated “Meldekopf Ast Anger in Paris”.
c) Chain of Command.
According to Prisoner the Meldekopf remained directly under Ast Angres, in spite of the
attempts to subordinate it to Alst Paris and Alst Frankreich.
d) Task.
Its function was to organise a link with North Africa via Spain (Fernverbindung). This
was to be achieved by trying to establish contacts from Paris with people in Spain who had
connections with North Africa, in order to obtain mil int (AOB, military intelligence) in that
region. Prisoner does not think that these efforts met with much success.
e) Personnel.
Leiter of the Meldekopf from 1940 – 44 was Obst. Weber who at one time had been
Leiter I at Angres as well. Prisoner does not know whether Weber fulfilled both functions
concurrently or not.
Of the other personnel Prisoner recalls Frl. Schriewer (one of the three secretaries).
Prisoner states that she was considered a most efficient woman and probably ran the
Meldekopf.
There was also Sdf., but Prisoner can remember nothing about him. Prisoner states
that he does not know of any other personnel employed by the Meldekopf.
2. Abwehr Organisation in Rennes.
Prisoner can recall no Abw. post in Rennes. On account of this strategic position he
thinks it possible that an Abw. III F may have been stationed there as Meldekopf. This is an
assumption.
3. Personalities.
a) Ast Angres.
Prisoner’s knowledge is limited to the following:-
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Leiter: (successively)
Kapt. z. S Meissner (1940-41)-

became Gruppenleiter III
Alst Frankreich(1941-42)
then transferred to KO
Switzerland

Kapt. Z. S. von Bonin (1941-42 or 43)- then went to Ast Oslo
Kapt. Z. S. Bracht (1942-43-44)
raid in Hamburg Apr-May 45.

-believed killed in an air

Leiter I

-then went to Ast Lyon as
Nestleiter Besançon, later
Commanded FAK.

III
III F

Maj. Lips (1941-41)

Obst Weber (1941-43 or 44)
Obstlt. Eckert (Prisoner at CSDIC(WEA)
Maj. Dernbach.

b) Nest (Ast) Bordeaux
Leiter:
Obstlt. Lohrscheider (1940-44)

Leiter I

Obstlt. Rumpe (1941-43)

-court-martialled at
Zeppelin Camp in Jul 44
for money manipulations,
sentenced to death and
executed. (Prisoner gave
evidence at the trial
concerning the foreign
exchange which
Lohrscheider could
legitimately have at his
disposal)
-Court-martialled with
Lohrscheider and sentenced
to nine months’
imprisonment.

Nestleiter Biarritz.
Obstlt. Fuchs (1942-44)
c) Sundry.
(i) Fritz Krämer.
Prisoner remembers Hptm. Krämer on account of a prominent bullet scar on his face.
Prisoner states that Krämer ws at Ast Paris about end 44, probably in III F. (AOB, by then
Paris was since September liberated)
Prisoner states that he has never heard of Alarm Abt (AOB, Abteilung) Riedel. He
thinks that Krämer became involved in a criminal case, but knows no further details.
(ii) Pflugk-Hartung.
According to prisoner Pflugk-Hartung held the appointment of Leiter der
Kriegsmarinedienstelle Bordeaux from 1942-43 and was probably responsible for the special
harbour installation built in Bordeaux harbour for the protection of German blockade-runners
against sabotage.
As far as Prisoner can remember Pflugk-Hartung was never at Ast Angres nor was he
with Bordeaux.
(iii) Rudolph Ruscheweyh.
(1) Prisoner’s First Contact.
Prisoner was asked by Amt Abw. to contact Ruscheweyh in 1932 or 33, either while
he was still at Münster or just after his transfer to Nest Cologne. Ruscheweyh was then
residing in Paris and
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P.F.41211/W.R.C.1./A

Counter Intelligence War Room
London
20th December, 1945

C.I.B.
G.S.I. (b)
B.A.O.R. (AOB, = British Army of the Rhine)
Please refer to CSDIC (WEA) (AOB, = Combined Services Detailed Interrogation
Centre) PIR (AOB, = personal interrogation report) No. 51 of 3 December, 1945
(CIB/INT/PF 567) on Oberst Friedrich Rudolph, and our letter of 14 December 1945 pointing
out that certain briefing material had already been sent to you, and in addition, suggesting of
Rudolph.
We have now in receipt from one of the special Agencies of the following matter
stated to be one of considerable interest to them which can perhaps now be cleared up in the
interrogation of Rudolph.
1. Position of the Abwehr toward the 20 July Putsch, and in general towards anti-Nazi
activities. (Our chief source here is Gen.major. Lahousen of Abwehr II, whose reports on the
subject were only recently received. Lahousen states that Rudolph should be familiar with
the position of Oster, who was Canaris’ chief aide in the Abwehr in anti-Nazi activity; and
that Rudolph was informed of plans to assassinate Giraud and probably Weygand, and of the
efforts of the Abwehr to block these.)
Questions :
a) When did Rudolph learn of Canaris’ plans for anti-Nazi activity by the Abwehr ? What
details of these plans are known to him-when they started, who was involved, what persons
outside the Abwehr were concerned, what steps were taken? What special activities were
envisaged for Abwehr I, II, III.
b) What does Rudolph know of the roles of the following in this anti-Nazi activity: Oster,
Lahousen, Fechner (later of Leitstelle II Süd-Ost), Glaise-Horstenaum Abshagen. What was
his own role? Did he have contact with representatives of the foreign powers in the anti-Nazi
activity?
c) What does Rudolph know of the plans to assassinate Weygand. To assassinate Giraud
(“Angelegenheit Gustav”)
d) What was the role of the Abwehr to be in the anti-Nazi Putsch of 20 July 1944? What was
the Brandenburg Division to do in case of a Putsch?
e) What does Rudolph know of Obstlt. Heinz (Batallionskommandeur in the Lehrregiment
Brandenburg), his part in anti-Nazi plans, his fate?
f) What does Rudolph know of the fates of Canaris, Piekenbrock, Bentivegni, Kaptlt Fetzer,
Oster?
II. Activities of the Organisation Otto and certain SD personalities in France.
a) General account of activities of Organisation Otto and of Rudolph’s(and the official
Abwehr) connection with it.
b) What exactly did Hptm. Radecke do in the Organisation?
c) What does Rudolph know of Bericze, George (for info of interrogator: Bericze is reported
to be wealthy Georgian,
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Very active in Paris during the occupation, and probably of economic espionage interest)?
Was Bericze connected with the Organisation Otto?
d) What does Rudolph know of Ostubaf (AOB, Obersturmbannführer) Maulatz, SD economic
“expert” in Paris. Did Maulatz have any connection with the Organisation Otto?
III. Abwehr personalities and organization in France, with special preference to Horst von
Pflugk-Hartung. (This is of some importance in an effort to clear up certain mysteries in the
career of Pflugk-Hartung between 1940, when he was released from prison by the Germans in
Denmark, and his capture in the summer of 1944. He is alleged to have been in charge of Ast
Bordeaux in 1944, but neither statement has been confirmed, -- This info for interrogator.)
a) What can Rudolph tell about the Meldekopf of Ast Angers in Paris? Where was it, what
was the cover used, who ran it? Does he recall a Frl. Schriewert (Note for interrogator: she
has been reported to be Pflugh-Hartung’s secretary, and to have been his representative in
Paris); the Meldekopf is reported to have existed under the cover of the Heereswaffenamt.)
What were her duties?
b) Was there any Abwehr branch in Rennes-Nest, Meldekopf. Or anything else? If so, what
can Rudolph tell about its functions, personnel, location, and operations?
c) What can Rudolph tell about the personnel of the Ast Angers? Of Nest (later Ast)
Bordeaux?
d) Does he know Hptm. Fritz Krämer? (Note for interrogator: Krämer was allegedly of the
Alarm-Abteilung Riedel, and worked at the Alst Paris.) What were Krämer’s duties at Alst
Paris?
e) What does Rudolph know of Pfugk-Hartung? Was Pflugk-Hartung head of Ast Angres? If
so, details. What does Rudolph know of Pflugk-Hartung’s activity with the
kriegsmarinedienstelle Bordeaux (with which Pflugk-Hartung was connected between 1942
and 1944)? What does Rudolph know of any Abwehr or similar activity of Pflugk-Hartung in
France?
IV. Rudolph Ruscheweyh. (Note for interrogator: Ruscheweyh (Shaef card no. 80802) had a
puzzling career in France, and is reported now to be in Liechtenstein. It is highly desirable to
get all Rudolph knowledge on him.)
a) What was Ruscheweyh’s connection with Rudolph? Did Ruscheweyh have any more
specific position in the Abwehr than Sonderführer? With whom did he collaborate particularly
in Alst Paris?
b) What were Ruscheweyh’s aliases?
c) What were the purposes of Ruscheweyh’s trips to Spain in 1940? Did he go there later?
Why? When did he leave Paris for good?
d) What does Rudolph know about Teret? (For the interrogator: Teret was a French engineer
who was reportedly kidnapped by Ruscheweyh and sent to Berlin to experiment on synthetic
motor fuel.) What does Rudolph know about Ruscheweyh’s business activities, in particular
on behalf of Emil Bührle (of Zürich)?
e) Was Ruscheweyh ever Rudolph’s representative in Alst Paris?
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For Action

CSDIC(WEA)
BAOR

Distributed
Date 8 Dec 1945
Secret
Preliminary Interrogation report.
On
Obst Friedrich Rudolph.

PIR 51

1 Interrogation of Prisoner began at CSDIC(WEA) on
15 Nov 45
Ref BAOR/INT/2428(567) dated 14 Oct. 45.
Personal
2.Date and Place of Birth
: 4 Sep 92, Goslar
Nationality claimed
: German
Office
: Leiter Alst Frankreich
Rank
: Obst.
Career
3.Preliminary.
Prisoner is a regular soldier who entered the German Army straight
from school.
22 Feb 12
Joined 9 Dragoner Regt at Metz as a Fahnenjunker.
Oct 12-Jul 13 Attended Kriegsschule Danzig as Fähnrich.
Aug 13
Commissioned 2 Lt. With seniority dating from 1911.
Oct 13-Jun 14 At Cavalry School (Reitschule) Paderborn.
10 Sep 14
Wounded in France (Marne). On leaving hospital became an
instructor in an MG bn.(AOB, battalion)
5 Oct 16
Promoted Oblt.
Jul 18
Became OC 3 Squadron 9 Dragoner Regt.
1919
In Freikorps, Tegt von Ofen.
1 Apr. 20
Released from Army
1921-25
Went into business, and was employed in a machine tool factory
at Alfeld a.d. Leine.
1923-24
Employed by Transatlantik Oil Coy, Hamburg and Vienna.
May 24
Whished to become a regular soldier again, and joined 13 Reiter
Regt at Hannover as Oblt.
After about three months’ service he had an accident whilst
riding, and was sent to the military hospital at Kolberg,
Pomerania.
4. Activity with Abwehr
Sep 24
Prisoner heard that an officer was required as Mitarbeiter at Ast
Ostpreussen (known as Asto), Königsberg. Prisoner had been
friendly with Crüwell (later General) when he was in 9 Dragoner
regt, amd the latter, who knew Gemp (Abw Berlin) introduced
him to the Leiter Asto, and Prisoner was employed in Abw. III
(Truppenabwehr) in Königsberg, with the rank of Rittm. a.D.
from Sep 24 until Jan 29.
Feb 29-Aug 33
At Ast Münster in Abw I. The following were successfully
Leiter of Ast Münster; Oster, Lange, Schmidt = Tichberg and
Kleikamp.
Sep 33-May 40
Prisoner was Leiter Nest Köln.
10 May 40
Attached to Ic Staff Army Group Bock, first at Düsseldorf, then
Aachen, then Brussels, as Nachrichtenbeschaffungsoffizier
(NBO); the NBO, a new appointment, was an assistant to the Ic,
but Prisoner states that the arrangement was not very successful,
and it soon abolished.
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Jun 40

14 Jun 40 -

Received orders from the Abw. Amt to report to Rome, prior to
proceeding on a mission to Barcelona. While in Rome he received a
message telling him to report to Abw Amt Berlin, where he was given
orders to take over the new Alst Frankreich in Paris.
Leiter Alst Frankreich. The staff for this Leitstelle was drawn from the
various Abwehrstellen in Münster, Köln, Wiesbaden, Stuttgart, etc.
At the end of 1943 Alst Frankreich was split up as follows:
I Leistelle für Frontaufklärung. Leiter Rudolph (Prisoner), then
Herlitz;
II (Abw. II) Obstlt von Eschwege succeeded by Major von
Abshagen (AOB, @ Duett @ Dr.. Andergast etc.).
III Obstlt Reile.
The remainder of the Staff was put together for Truppenabwehr,
and Prisoner thinks this was then called Ast Paris. The head of
it was Obstlt. Schaeffer, who had been head of III Wi in Alst
Frankreich.

5.After 20 Jul 44.
End Jul 44

19 Jul 44
26 Jul 44

12 Sep 44

15 Mar 45

Prisoner was sent to Berchtesgaden to join the Staff of Obst von
Süsskind-Schwendy. It had been decided, with the approval of
Keitel and Jodl to set up a new Ic Amt in the
Wehrmachtführungsstab.
The proposed compositions was:I Abt Frontaufklärung – Obst. Rudolph (Prisoner)
II Auswertung
- Krumacher
III Truppenabwehr
- Martini
After about four weeks, Abt II Auswertung under Krumacher
was taken away and made into a separate office. Prisoner states
that this new Ic Amt was only in process of formation, and
owing to the pressure of events, Neve really functioned.
Süsskind and Staff moved to Potsdam-Eiche
Prisoner was arrested, and confined in the SS prison in Berlin,
Lehrterstr. 3. Hansen (the successor of Canaris) had talked to
Prisoner about the plot of 20 Jul 44, asking him to put out
feelers in Spain and Portugal to find out what the reaction would
be in England and America, if the Hitler regime was removed.
Prisoner paid several visits to Spain and Portugal to find out
what the reaction would be in England and America, if the Hitler
regime was removed. Prisoner had paid several visits to Spain
during the war to visit the KO Leiter. He had also asked
Pöschel, a business man who was a friend of Canaris and a
vigorous opponent of the Nazi government.
Prisoner was released, as it could not be proved that he was
implicated in the 20 Jul plot. Prisoner states that on several
occasions he had spoken openly against the Nazi government
and Hitler’s policy, especially after Stalingrad. A report by an
Oberartzt Dr. Schereichs (or Scherayk?) denouncing Prisoner
was sent to Olbricht, Chef des Allgemeinen Heeresamts, but as
Olbricht was connected with the plot, he shelved the report.
After 20 Jul this report was discovered by the SD, and Prisoner
was therefore charged and tried on 9 Nov 44.
Re-arrested, pending confirmation of the sentence by Himmler.
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12 Apr 45
20 April 45

Sentenced by Zentralgericht des Heeres to three years
imprisonment and loss of rank.
Owing to the pressure of military events, certain of the prisoners
in the Wehrmacht prison, Berlin, were released; Prisoner and
two others were ordered to report to OKH Officers’ Reserve
Ost, at Potsdam. When arrived at Potsdam, the OKH Reserve
had already evacuated to Güstrow. Prisoner followed the
withdrawal to Flensburg, but never held any appointment.

6.Personalities.
Prisoner has given the following list of personalities in Alst Frankreich:HQ
Kommandeur
Obst. Rudolph (Prisoner)
2IC
Obst. Garthe
Bürooffizier
Maj. Wöhler until 1942-43
Succeeded by Maj. Von Kleist
Fahrbereitschaft
Ofw Meier
W/T Offizier Rau
Registry
Angestellte Zippel
Beamter Kühn
Abt. I Leiter
Obstlt. Waag
2IC
Obstlt. Schmidt
Bürooffizier
Hptm. Pinz

Abt. II.

I Heer

Hptm. Burchartz
Hptm. Mertens
Hptm. Martini
Sdf. Castl
Sdf. Moog
Sdf. Behrend
Sdf. Von Ranzau (not equal to Dr. Ranzau)
Oblt. Eckhard
Schütze Kleinbub

I Marine

Kapt.z.S. von Bonin until about 1942m then
Korv.-Kapt von Herz
Kapt-Lt. Schuchmann in Le Havre

I Luft

Obst. Garthe until Ast Lyon was established then
Obstlt. Büchner
Sdf. Prager

IG

Hptm. Ackermann

I T/Lw

Fl-Obstabsing Heller
Fl- Obstabsing Sonnet

I Technik

Obstlt. Liebel
Uffz. Barsch

Leiter

Obstlt Diebitsch until 1941(?)
Obstlt. Von Brandstein until about 1942
Obstlt von Eschwege

KV 2/266-2, page 12

↓

↓

Abt III

Leiter

Kapt-z.S. Leibenschütz succeeded by
Kapt.z.S. Meissner succeeded by
Obstlt. Reile

III H

Maj. Kirchner

III Wi

Obstlt. Schäfer

III C

Maj. Wittkugel
Maj. Wiehen
Hptm. Bontenackels
Sdf. Steffens

III C 1

Maj. Bötticher

III C 2

Maj. Kiep

III Luft

Maj. Burger (AOB, Bürger?)

III G

Maj. Braun

III N

Oblt. Dr. Randt

III Kgf

Maj. Köster
Hptm. May

III f

Obstlt. Reile
Maj. Von Feldmann
Hptm. Schmitz
Sdf. Graf Kreuz
Sdf. Nottermann
Sdf. Zipper

III M

Korv.-Kapt. Kleefeld

Passierscheinstelle

Hptm. Ladstätter

7. Prisoner’s activities as a member of the Wehrmacht virtually ended on 26 Jul 44.
Whilst he is ready to give all the information he can, it is felt that owing to his experiences
during the past year, he has forgotten a number on names and may not remember things in
great detail/ He is knowledgeable on:a) Ast Münster 1929 – 33
b) Nest Köln 1933 – 40
c) Organisation and activities of Alst Frankreich
CSDIC(WEA)
29 Nov 45

↓

KV 2/266-2, page 29

138.

Rudolph,
Status
Desc.
Mic.

Fnu.
:
:
:

Career

:

German
Obst. Abwehr
B.c. 1895 in Berlin 5’5’’; medium build; graying hair.
In 43 married for the second time, his secretary, who was
transferred beginning July to KO Madrid. Related to Admiral
Canaris.
CO of Astleit Paris until the end of July 44. Arrested in
connection with Obst Hansen; released beginning 45; reported
to be in Tegernsee. (AOB, Alp region in Bavaria)

KV 2/266, page 30

Extract For File No : P.F. 41211 Baumeister @ Rudolph (AOB, This notice is a clear failure,
where British S.I.S. hunted a ghost. Baumeister is not equal to Obst. Rudolph. Albeit that the
searched since about 1929 on this matter)
Original in File No. : P.F. 600201 Ledebur serial 73a dated 12.1.45 (AOB, This file will be
dealt with too!)
May 1940.
At 12.30 Pheiffer (AOB, sometime spelled incorrectly Pfeiffer), accompanied by his
secretary, Hilde (“Hillich”) Gersdorf, again took charge of Ledebur and led him to the mess,
where he hoped to introduce him to the chief, Obst. Rudolph, and several staff officers.
Neither Rudolph nor his staff officers materialised at lunch, and Pheiffer, Gersdorf sat alone.
The mealtime discussion centred on Bedaux, and Ledebur taxed Pheiffer with the story
behind the millionaire’s assumption of German nationality.

KV 2/266-2, page 31

March 1944.
Pheiffer told Ledebur that he was doing everything to see that he was well looked after
until, in good time, he could be attached again to Pheiffer’s entourage. He had spoken to
Rudolph about him; he had explained that it might be a bad thing if Ledebur was to be
monopolised by Obstlt. Waag and expressed the hope that he would come under control of
Obst. Garthe, Gruppenleiter I/L, “who had a more cosmopolitan mentality”.
Pheiffer left for Berlin early in April, and Ledebur soon discovered that his
disappearance from the scene might complicate his future. Rudolph had not chosen to take
Pheiffer’s advice, and dropped Ledebur’s transfer to the protection of Garthe. …
KV 2/266-2, page 31

Before leaving Paris Pheiffer had asked Ledebur to prepare a report on the
subject of Alst-Paris, with special reference to the corruption that had undermined the
organisation to such extent that only “radical castration” could now save the Abwehr’s
tarnished reputation in France. Hansen had read it with great interest; it was just the type of
thing he wanted. (“It also pleased Pheiffer very much as he knew that Rudolph and Waag had
pushed him out of Paris; he hoped to go back as Dienststelle-Leiter if Rudolph could only be
strangled, I knew everything about their private lives and saw the plain corruption every day
with my own eyes”.

↓

KV 2/266-2, page 32

Paris, End June & July 1944.
Ledebur was back in Paris towards the end of June. The Lutetia was in a state of
liquidation; Abt. III had been absorbed by the S.D., although there was no transfer of
officers. Obst. Rudolph had been transferred in May to the Führer-Hauptquartier; “and was
one of the many protégés of Canaris, his position had become very delicate; it was known
throughout the service that had been financially supported for four years by the most
privileged agents’ enterprise, “OTTO”, the greatest Black Market merchants in Paris”…
(AOB, Canaris was removed from office on 12 February 1944, thus did not play a role in the
context of this summary)

Secretary to Rudolph … Frl. Juhl. Later Rudolph’s wife. While secretary, “more or less
ruled the Lutetia”. After marriage, could not remain in Paris; obtained post with KO Madrid,
which she left in June 1944. met Rudolph in San Sebastian twice a month, arranging being
made by Nagel (q.v. App. G)
Nationality :
German.
Age
:
34.
Build
:
Plump
Height
:
1,73m
Weight
:
78 Kg.
Hair
:
Fair
Eyes
:
Blue
Complexion :
Fair
Nose
:
Short
Chin
:
Double
Teeth
:
Good
Appearance :
Very Teutonic
Clothes
:
False elegance
Peculiarity
:
Very prominent eyes.
↓

KV 2/266-2, page 40

On the side of the I Group he (Kliemann) is, however, better informed, and has given
the following particulars. In this group there were strictly speaking, not one but two
Leitstellen, namely, the main Leitstelle under Obstlt. Waag, comprising I H, I M, I Wi and I
T/Lw but not I L, and a separate I L Leitstelle under Obstlt. Garthe. This latter was directly
under Rudolph on the same administrative level as Obstlt. Waag and remained in existence as
such until Feb. 1943.

Abwehr Organisation in France.
Leiter.

Ast Frankreich.
Obst. Rudolph (Akt) End March 1944 suddenly
transferred to Berlin.? Under arrest.

Ast Paris.
Obst. Rudolph Leiter
Obst. Rudolph.
=
Leiter of Leitstelle Frankreich. End of
March 1944 suddenly transferred to Berlin,
apparently according to a rumour – he was arrested.
Age about 48 – 50, about 1.74m tall, average build, very
upright, thick brown hair, parted, slightly grey at the
temples; protruding eyes. Wears glasses for reading.
Small straight nose, small thin lipped mouth and gold
filled teeth. PW is unaware that Rudolph is not his real
name.
(AOB, the latter notice is curious, because nowhere in all the file series KV 2/265 and KV
2/266 is brought the proof of this estimation. They followed both Baumeister since 1928 all
the time, but they never proved it!)
KV 2/266-2, page 41

He was unable to name any alias used by Rudolph. The name
Baumeister is unknown to PW. (AOB, his aliases were: Rudolf and Friedrich Ramstedt)

KV 2/266-2, page 47

Extract for File P.F. 41211
Name Baumeister @ Rudolph
In File P.F. 600252 Kliemann
Serial 40a
Dated 20.9.44
Original S.C.I. Det. C.I.B. H.Q.
Under Ref. A.P.O. 887
Extracted 1.10.44
By VFJ Section RB
Extract from report on the Preliminary interrogation of Major Emil Kliemann, Leiter
of Eins Luft Alst Paris, head of 190 Luft Kommando operating in France, arrived U.K.
23.9.44. mentioning Rudolph.
…
Personnel in Paris in 1940.
Obst. Rudolph was head of Alst Frankreich.
Supremacy of S.D.
Rudolph disappeared from Paris in March, 1944 (Kliemann does not know of his future but
thinks he may have been arrested)
KV 2/266-3, page 5

Rudolph @ Baumeister That is more alikely than inverse

↓

↓

KV 2/262-3, pages 10 + 11

RSS translated intercept transcripts

Incorrect: Bianca = Barcelona, this fits also with Sabine and KO Madrid.
↓

Gp. 6. (AOB, Concerning translated RSS (Radio Security Service) intercepts) This summary
covers messages where in some respect Obst. Rudolph’s name or alias once being noticed.
ISOS Northern France (AOB, ISOS = “Intelligence Service Oliver Strachey” were decrypts
of manual codes)
Please notice the next map, and in particular the communication link numbers

II/125
II/350
III/59

28.7.40
17.9.40
23.11.40

25.11.40
6.2.41
12.7.41
1.10.41
27.10.41

Rudolph, Obst, Friedrich
II/184
II/120 (= according the above map the wireless link between Paris – KO Madrid)
II/1
Born: - 4.9.92
@ Ramstedt (an Alias, but
the possessed also Rudolf)
In Le Havre
Meaning obscure
Bilbao-Madrid. For Bianca (Biariritz)(AOB, Bianca = Barcelona, this also
makes more sense) for Sabine (AOB, Sabine was the W/T station of KO Spain
in Madrid). Ramstedt (AOB, = one of Obst Rudolph’s alias) arriving Palace
Hotel Madrid on 23/11 about 1800 hours. Please inform him there where Lenz
(AOB, one of the aliases of Fregatten-Kapitän Ernst Wilhelm Leissner, Leiter
KO Spain) can be contacted with the same evening.
At (? Head) of Leitstelle Paris. (Confirmed by message in Peninsular Group
20/12).(AOB, Peninsular group meant Iberian Peninsula, 20/12 likely was
written: XX/20)
Hamburg – Brest. Cannot take responsibility for granting to Wichmann 10
days leave. (AOB, Kapt. z. S. Herbert Wichmann was Leiter Ast-Hamburg, do
we deal here with a relative?)
Brest – Hamburg. Received a telephone call from Rudolph.
St.-Jean de Luz – Paris. Reply to Rudoph message is expected Monday
evening. Krämer (AOB, might have concerned Lt. Karl-Heinz Krämer, later
well known in Stockholm)
Brest-Hamburg/ Ref. Bedau (AOB, = Bedaux) affair. Obstlt. Rudolph’s
conversation with Abw. Revealed that Obst. Piekenbrock (AOB, then still
Leiter Abw I, Berlin)
Cannot receive Dr. Bensmann owing to illness. (AOB, Bensmann once
connected with Nest Bremen and Ast Hamburg)

5.12.41
2.2.42
24.9.42

24.9.42

28.11.42

2?.5.43

31.5.43

31.5.43

Paris – Bordeaux. To Nest Biarritz. 2 cars and motor-cycle for KO Spain will
not arrive before Saturday 6/12 Rudolph Obstlt. (AOB, apparently using here
his alias)
Paris – Madrid. Bentheim will leave on the morning of 3rd of February with
car and set. Rudolf.
Madrid – Algeciras. To Ceasar for Ramstedt. 1) Guillermo (AOB, = codename of Admiral Canaris particularly used in this area) will arrive in Madrid on
Sunday, departure on Tuesday as yet no alternations. 2) Rudchewsky advises
that Schweiz (AOB, = Switzerland) matter has made good progress and
everything is perfectly alright. Somoza (AOB, = another alias for Leiter
KOspain Leissner, in Madrid)
Algeciras – Madrid. To Sommer (AOB, = again another alias of the KO Leiter
in Madrid). Ramstedt informs that he will spend the night of 24-25/9 in
Miramar Hotel, Malaga. Request immediate report whether journey plan
Guillermo is unchanged. Cesar.
Bourges – Lyons. To Leo 1. Arriving at Leo 1 late afternoon Monday 30/11
Obst. Rudolph, Obst. Garthe, Obstlt. Reile, Obstlt. Hebeler in 2 car with 3
drivers. Will spend night in Lyons. On 1/12 same people will continue
journey to Marseilles. Will stay there overnight on 2/12. Amtschef (AOB, =
Adm. Canaris) will arrive on Marigan airfield. Arrange for car to meet (him).
Notify all our Dienststellen at Lyons and Marseilles to be ready to report.
Arrange for accommodation. Egon.
Paris – Lisbon. For Leiter (AOB, = Ludovico von Karsthof, his alias, but
widely used) Ramstedt arrives in Madrid on 3rd June and in Lisa (Lisbon) by
air on 4th if the Portuguese visa can be obtained from Sabine (AOB, code-name
for the W/T station of KOspain in Madrid)
Madrid – Paris. For Obst. Rudolph I am extremely sorry, but I shall be unable
to keep our appointment for Thursday, as I am obliged to go away on
Wednesday in connection with the said affair. Procuring of Visa impossible on
Thursday as consulates are closed. Don I (AOB, = Obstlt. von Borscheid @
Don I III-F) KOSp.
Lisbon – Paris. To Somoza personal. (AOB, curious, because Somoza, as we
know, was the alias of the Leiter KO Spain) 1) Leiter Parkstadt (Paris) is
urgently expected at this end on June 4th. Please secure the Portuguese courier
visa for Friedrich Ramstedt, borne September 4, ’91, diplomatic pass 1508
issued by Auswertiges Amt Berlin on 7/9/40 Ramstedt is arriving at Metro
(Madrid) on 3/6 at 1130. 2) After securing the visas please definitely book in
Lufthansa plane for June 4th, Immediate reply requested. Ludovico (AOB,
Leiter KO Lisbon) (AOB, not well known - but up to the bitter end of the
war Lufthansa flew regular passenger routes, which could be booked in
advance, between most cities on the European continent)

↓

↓

KV 2/266-3, page 24

Copy. Original filed in PF 41257. Malone. 66a.
CX/ 12????A, dated 18.10.33
M.I.5. (Mr. Harker)
Identify of ‘Fred’.
Reference our CX/ ???/A, dated 4.9.33, regarding the identity of ‘Fred’.
Attached hereto is a photograph of three types of the signature of ‘Fred”. These
signatures were taken from letters emanating from Baumeister and were obtained from the
Belgium Surete. Our surmise, therefore, that ‘Fred’ was identical with Rittmeister Rudolph is
probably wrong.
Baumeister, it will be remembered, came to notice in the connection with the
Abshagen case. (AOB, meant is Karl-Heinz Abshagen, a German journalist living as a
correspondent of German Newspapers, in England. They hunted these men since late 1920s.
But were not very much competent - as they didn’t distinguish between Karl-Heinz and his
brother Wolfgang, even after the closure of the war), the last reference to him in
correspondence being CX/???V of 10.11.32. (AOB, thus before Nazis came to power) to the
address of Hinsley Cooke.

KV 2/266-3, page 27

Copy. Original filed in PF 41257 (AOB, no longer existing file). Malone. 57b. Y Box 835.
CX/???, dated 29.8.33.
M.I.5. (Mr. Harker)
Rittmeister Friedrich Rudolph.
The following report regarding Rudolph is being sent you as it may fit in with the information
already in your possession. You should note, however, that this was not received from the
individual referred to in CX/??/2751 V of 3.4.33 The report runs as follows:
It is reported that Rittmeister Rudolph has been warned by the Political Section of the
Police Presidency of Cologne not to travel to Saarbrücken again. Rudolph, who works
principally against the French, has been told that the latter are on his track, but that they are
not sure of their ground.
Rittmeister Rudolph receives reports from an agent who works against France, who
signs himself ‘Fred”. Such reports are invariably sent to him by post from Brussels and are
addressed to No.7. or No. 9 Sauerlandstrasse, Münster (Westphalia).

(AOB, please notice that in 1935 a Plebiscite was held, in which the people of Saarland could
choose between belonging to France or returning to Germany again. Equally was done in
1955, both resulting in a vote in Germany’s favour)
KV 2/266-3, page 28

Relating To Baumeister
Extracted from S.F.82?/4/4/vol.3
Author of original
M.I.1.c.
Extract made by S.R.
CX/ ???
V

Place and date of origin 22.5.33
On date 15.6.33
dated 22.5.33
Nazi Intelligence Organisation.

You may care to put on record the attached report, dated 17.5.33. regarding the Nazi
Intelligence Service, which is now established at Voss-strasse 11, Berlin, and is stated to be
rapidly extending scope of its activities both in Germany and abroad.
Of the persons mentioned in the report, we have no certain traces, but the following
possible identities may be of interest.
1.Von Renteln.
We cannot say whether he is identical with Franz von Rinteln
author of the “Dark Invader”.
2.Rittmeister a.D. Baumeister.
Possibly identical with the Baumeister referred to
in correspondence ending with our CX/?? Of 10.11.32.
3.Legationsrat a.D. Lütgens. One Lurgens was mentioned as a member of the
Abteilung of the Auswertiges Amt in a report, dated 24.2.28
(sd)
For V.V.
Report.
The following details of the Nazi Intelligence Service have been received from reliable
source.
The chief of the nazi Intelligence Service is Herr Deluge, organizer of the Nazi
Schutzstaffel (AOB, early SS). He is responsible to Hitler alone. His chief collaborators are:
Von Renteln (Chief of Party Intelligence organisation working through
“Betreibszelle”)
The Secretariat consists of the following:
Thilo von Trotha. (Nazi Foreign Political Office)
Rittmeister a.D. Baumeister. (Hitherto in R.W,M. Intelligence Service (AOB,
R.W.M = Reichswirtschaftsministerium)
The Nazi Intelligence Service works in close collaboration with Geheime
Staatspolizei in regard to political matters. Close collaboration with the Reichswehrministerium is maintained through Obstlt. Bogatsch (contra-espionage) and Obst. Barkhausen.

AOB, Having gone seriously through the entire files, the British S.I.S. suspicion that Oberst
Rudolph or Rudolf is related to Dr. or Professor Willi Baumeister is a failure. Nowhere they
have brought the proof.

